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The extant linguistic sources on Jurchen, recorded in the native script and 
preserved in either inscriptions or other literary documents, remain somewhat 
fewer than those on Khitan. Even so, the toponymic information contained in 
the Jurchen sources is far from non-existent, and it gives important historical 
and geographical information about the Jurchen. The present paper contains a 
complete list of the Jurchen toponyms in all currently known original native 
documents. The material is mainly quoted from Jin Qicong’s Jurchen dictionary 
(1984). Based on this toponymic corpus, some philological analysis will also be 
presented. This analysis will, however, be “accumulative” (i.e., pertaining to the 
collecting and classifying of the corpus), rather than “ecological” (i.e., pertain-
ing to the investigation of the geographical nomenclature in its environmental 
and chronological aspects), for the latter type of research would require access 
to more detailed historico-geographical materials (cf. Wright 1929: 140). 
In discussing the data written in Jurchenograms (Jurchen characters) below, 
Roman capital letters are used to transcribe Jurchen logograms (even when the 
latter are used as phonograms), while Roman italic letters are used to transcribe 
Jurchen phonograms (proper). Palatalization is expressed by the Cyrillic ‘soft 
sign’ (ь). Chinese is Romanized according to the Pinyin system (without tones), 
except when details of reconstructed Middle Chinese forms are discussed. 
 
 
Classification of the Jurchen toponyms 
 
Almost all the extant toponyms written in Jurchenograms are suffixed with 
some generic geographical term, according to which they can be classified. The 
classes thus established include state (國) names, province (州) names, prefec-
ture (縣) names, district (路) names, capital (京) names, town (邑) names, village 
(村) names, station (站) names, fort (衛) names, as well as hydronyms and oro-
nyms, i.e., names for water basins (水) and mountains (山). In addition, there 
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are also some unspecified region names as well as names classified according to 
an architectural feature. 
In texts written in Jurchenograms, two different characters are used to indi-
cate the class of ‘capital’:  and . The former character represents a variant 
of Chi. 京 jing ‘capital’, while the latter, used phonetically, apparently derives 
from Chi. 巾 jin ‘towel; silk’ (cf. No. 560 of SJV in Grube 1896: 29 and Kiyose 
1977: 128). By contrast, only one character,  *jeu, is used to refer to two 
distinct categories within the class of ‘province’. Of the two categories, one is 
equivalent to the regular concept of Chi. 州 zhou ‘province’, while the other 
corresponds to the Buddhist signification of ‘land’ and is equivalent to Chi. 洲
zhou. 
As for the class of ‘district’, the Jurchen equivalent of Chi. 路 lu is  
*ju-gu, but instead of this a special word,  *wo-on (of which the first charac-
ter has also another allograph ), is often used. This administrative term referred, 
during the Jin period, to a special type of district under a province, under which 
there might be some mingans. On the other hand, the class of ‘fort’ is indicated 
by the Jurchenogram  *wei < vChi. 为 wei, translated into Chinese as 衛 wei. 
This term seems to be equivalent to what is recorded as 窩稽 woji in《柳邊紀
略》Liubian Jilüe by the Qing scholar Yang Bing 楊賓. Li Wenxin 李文信 
(1985) has noted that the fort bearing the name 那木窩稽 namu woji in Yang 
(vol. 1, p. 13) is identical with 納木河衛 namuhe wei of the Ming period. The 
term 窩稽 woji is, however, not found in the actual Jurchen toponymic material. 
Particularly important philological information is contained in the great 
number of more local toponyms, referring to administrative entities of the mingan 
and muku levels. The mingan and muku were two basic entities of social organi-
zation among the Jurchen of the Jin period, roughly equivalent to ‘tribe’ and 
‘clan’, respectively. The term mingan is identical with the numeral Jur.  
 (Ro-*MIŊAN > Ma. minggan ‘thousand’, borrowed from Mongolic *mingga/n
zycki 1994: 158), cf. also Khi.  *MIŊ (FEDJB), which has been interpreted 
both as ‘mingan’ and ‘thousand’ (Zhu 1995, Chinggeltei 2002: 107). The term 
muku, Jur.  *mu-mu-he ~  *mu-mu-he ~  *mu-mu-ku ~ 麽忽 
me-hu > Ma. mukūn ‘clan’, on the other hand, is probably a borrowing from 
Khitan 抹鶻 mo-hu id., also attested in Khi. 莫弗紇 *mo-fu-he ‘tribal leader’ 
(Menges 1951-1952: 73, Sun 2004a: 74-75). In Chinese transcription the former 
term is also recorded in the shapes 猛安 meng’an ~ 盲安 mang’an ~ 萌眼 
mengyan, while the latter occurs as 毛毛可 maomaoke ~ 毛可 maoke ~ 謀克 
mouke. 
The division of the Jurchen into entities of the mingan and muku levels was 
confirmed by an official edict issued just one year before the Jin Dynasty was 
founded – in 1114 AD. In this connection, each group of 300 families was to 
form one muku, while each group of 10 mukus was to form one mingan. As a 
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great number of Jurchen families subsequently moved to the former Song areas 
in North China, the mingan-muku organization received also administrative and 
economic functions. Originally, both of these organizational levels had been 
formed as consanguine entities for hunting enterprises, but during the Jin Dy-
nasty they came to have multiple other social functions. Thus, they were used as 
a basis for (1) titles of official management, (2) ranks of army establishment, (3) 
grades of local administration, (4) institutional levels of family organization, 
and (5) hereditary offices of the nobility (also cf. Gibert 1934: 622-623). These 
two terms therefore also became incorporated into Jurchen toponymy. The heads 
of a mingan and a muku could be regarded as equivalent to a milliturion and a 
centurion in Western military history. 
In the analysis of the Jurchen toponymic corpus it is important to note that 
the extant data come from the Jin and Ming periods, respectively. Between 
these periods, there was a temporal gap of around one hundred years – roughly 
corresponding to the Yuan Dynasty – during which linguistic developments 
took place in both Jurchen and Chinese. As the decipherment of the Siniform 
Jurchenograms is based on Chinese historical phonology, it is very relevant al-
ways to consider the chronological context, which naturally also influences the 
reconstruction of the geographical situation. The different status of the Jurchen 
during the Jin and Ming periods is in some cases also reflected in the graphic 
expression of the relevant toponyms. 
 
 
Lexical structures of the Jurchen toponyms 
 
As a language with an ‘Altaic’ typological orientation, Jurchen places the 
attributive before the head noun. In toponyms this means that the generic term 
normally follows the proper name, as in the following examples: 
 
 *he-lu-un ULA ‘Amur River’ – *he-lu-un is here the transcribed proper 
name and *ULA the native generic term for ‘(large) river’. 
 *URI-ge jin wo-on ‘Northern Capital District’ – *URI-ge jin is the 
proper name, written partially with a logogram, while *wo-on is the gener-
ic term for ‘district’. 
 
Such a structure can also be used recurrently, as in the following examples: 
 
 *in-γai-da BI’A mu-mo-ko ‘In’gaida River Muku’ – *in-γai-da is 
the proper name and *BI’A the generic term for ‘(small) river’, both of 
which are merged into a new complex proper name attributed to the fol-
lowing generic term *mu-mo-ko. 
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 *ne-i-gi BI’A MIŊAN ‘Neigi River Mingan’ – the proper name *ne-
i-gi refers to the generic term *BI’A, while the complex *ne-i-gi BI’A 
refers to the generic term *MIŊAN. 
 *su-un-gur ALI-in MIŊAN ‘Sun’gur Mountain Mingan’ – the 
proper name *su-un-gur refers to the generic term ALI-in, while the 
complex *su-un-gur ALI-in refers to generic term *MIŊAN. 
 *ŠILA-gu Ali-in MIŊAN ‘Shilagu Mountain Mingan’ – the proper 
name *ŠILA-gu refers to the generic term ALI-in, while the complex *ŠILA-
gu Ali-in refers to generic term *MIŊAN. 
 
Chinese toponyms containing direction terms could be used as such in 
Jurchen, since they follow the same word order (attributive + head noun), e.g., 
 *URI-ge JULE-ge wo-on ‘Northeastern District’,  
*URI-ge PULI-ge wo-on ‘Northwestern District’,  *PAN-ti PULI-
ge wo-on ‘Southwestern District’. Such expressions are identical to those also 
present in Khitan and Mongol (Wu 2004: 52-53). Some examples also contain 
fossilized Chinese toponyms, e.g.,  *he-be JULE-ge wo-on ‘Eastern 
Hebei District’,  *he-be PULI-ge wo-on ‘Western Hebei District’. 
Following the Liao system of the Khitan, the Jurchen had several capitals, iden-
tified by direction terms, e.g.,  *wo-gi jin ‘Supreme Capital’ (in GJVHI), 
 *JULE-ge jin ‘Eastern Capital’,  *URI-ge jin wo-on ‘Northern 
Capital District’. 
One difference between the Jin and Ming period Jurchen toponyms is that 
in the Jin period native Jurchen generic terms were commonly used, while in the 
Ming period they were often replaced by transcriptions of the corresponding 
Chinese terms. Thus, for ‘mountain’ the native term  *ALI-in was used in 
the Jin period, while in the Ming period it was normally replaced by the Chinese 
term 山 shan, transcribed as  *šan. Similarly, for ‘(small) river’, the Jin pe-
riod sources use the native term  *BI’A, while in the Ming period sources it is 
replaced by the Chinese term 河 , transcribed as he  *he. Only once in Jin period 
documents is the Chinese term also attested, transcribed as  *χo. The native 
term for ‘(large) river’,  *ULA, is attested twice in Ming period documents 
(cf. below). 
 
 
Graphic features of the Jurchen toponyms 
 
Another difference between the data from the Jin and the Ming periods is 
that in the Jin period the generic terms used in toponyms were normally written 
in terms of logograms, while in the Ming period syllabograms were almost 
always used. This difference allows the toponyms from the two periods to be 
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differentiated graphically. Exceptionally, however, in a Jin period inscription 
(GJVHI), the river name  *na-li-in χo ‘Lailiu River’ is wholly tran-
scribed in syllabograms, with the generic term  *χo rendering the correspond-
ing Chinese word. On the other hand, in a Ming period document (SJM), the 
toponym  *he-lu-un ULA ‘Amur River’ retains the logographically 
written generic term  *ULA ‘(large) river’. The reason might well lie in the 
different perception of these two rivers by the Jurchen: the former river, located 
inside today’s North China, was known by its Chinese name even during the Jin 
period, while the latter river, located in Manchuria, retained its native Jurchen 
name and local association even during the Ming period. 
As the administrative system of the Jin empire was ‘new’ as compared with 
that of China, it is natural that some generic terms occurring in toponyms were 
simply transcribed from their Chinese counterparts. Examples include Jur.  ~ 
 *jin for Chi. 京 jing ‘capital’ and Jur.  *sьen for Chi. 縣 xian ‘prefecture’. 
It also has to be noted that the Jurchen toponymic data contain a considerable 
amount of internal graphic variation. There are, in particular, many differences 
between the early (Jin and Ming period) inscriptions and the later (Ming period) 
Sino-Jurchen manuscript glossaries. There are, however, also differences be-
tween the individual inscriptions, as well as between the individual manuscript 
glossaries. Accordingly, it is possible to establish three types of graphic variation: 
 
 (i) Variation between Jurchenograms as used in inscriptions and in manuscript 
documents. For instance, to transcribe Chi. 海西 haixi, the manuscripts 
(SJM) normally use the sequence , while the inscriptions (YTI) have 
. 
 (ii) Variation between Jurchenograms as used in different inscriptions. For in-
stance, the generic term for ‘capital’ is written both as  (KJI) and (more 
frequently) as  (GJVHI and JPGII). 
 (iii) Variation between Jurchenograms as used in different manuscript sources. 
For instance the word for ‘plum’ is written both as  (GJS) and as  (SJV, 
cf. No. 107 in Grube 1896: 6 and Kiyose 1977: 103). 
 
As can be seen from the examples, the graphic variation can involve the 
use of either entirely different characters or graphic variants (allographs) of a 
single character. The general background of the variation lies in the fact that the 
Jurchen script was never fully regulated in spite of its official position in the Jin 
empire. Compared with both the Chinese and the Khitan scripts, the Jurchen 
script was relatively seldom used in daily life, or even in administrative activities. 
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Etymological notes on the Jurchen toponyms 
 
Since many of the Jurchen documents are Sino-Jurchen bilinguals, the 
Jurchen toponyms incorporate both native Jurchen expressions and imported 
Chinese words and phrases. Below are first some etymological notes on the 
endonymic toponyms in the corpus. 
 
 (1)  *ALČUN-un GURUN-un ‘Jin State’, literally, ‘Golden State’. — 
As is well known, this name is based on a Manchurian hydronym (river 
name), which is transcribed in Chinese characters variously as 安車骨 an-
chegu 阿朮滸 azhuhu, 按出虎 anchuhu, 阿里出虎 alichuhu, 阿祿阻 
aluzu 阿勒楚喀 alechuka. This raises the question as to how to recon-
struct the pronunciation of the Jurchen root 
, 
, or 
 
 > Ma. 
might well be reconstructed as *
‘gold’. In view of the Man-
chu equivalent aisin, Ligeti (1953: 225) postulated the following chronolog-
ical sequence: *alčun > *alčin > *alšin aisin > Na. aysin. Another 
sequence is given by Poppe (1960: 85): Ma. aisin < *al´sin < *altin ~ Mo. 
altan ~ OTrk. altun < *altun. Sun (2004b: 44-45) has pointed out that a 
lateral consonant (*l) in Jurchen codas tended to be identified with a nasal 
final (*n) in Chinese, particularly if followed by a dental stop (*d or *t). 
Therefore, this Jurchen stem alču, rather 
than *anču, as was assumed earlier. Habitually, this state name had the 
modifier  *AMBAN-an ‘great’, cf.  *dai-mi-in ‘Great Ming’ vs. 
 *DULI-in GURUN-un ‘Central State’ or  *so-γo GURUN-
un ‘Korean State’ (KJI). The complete name was, consequently,  
 *AMBAN-an ALČUN-un GURUN-un (as used especially in GJVHI 
and JINP). This state name is likewise found in some epitaphs inscribed in 
the Khitan scripts, such as Khi.ma.  *MAI NЬUGU GUR (YKI, cf. 
Liu & Wang 2004: 71-88) and as Khi.mi.  *MAI NЬUGU gu-ur 
(IGJ, cf. also Chinggeltei 2002: 111-113). 
 (2)  *bu-gu γa-ša ‘Bugu Village’. —  *bu-gu ‘deer’ (No. 146 of 
SJV in Grube 1896: 8; Kiyose 1977: 105) < Mo. buγu (Rozycki 1994: 37), 
cf. Ma. buhū id. 
 (3)  *EDU-ge MIŊAN ‘Eduge Mingan’. —  *EDU-ge is allograph-
ic to  *EDU-un (No. 5 of SJV, Grube 1896: 1 and Kiyose 1977: 96), 
with the difference being that the former contains the adjectival suffix  
and the latter the nominal suffix , cf. Ma. edun ‘wind’ : edungge ‘per-
taining to the wind’. 
 (4)   *GЬAHUN-hun ALI-in mu-mo-ko ‘Giyahun Mountain 
Muku’. —  *GЬAHUN-hun seems equivalent to  (No. 155 of SJV 
in Grube 1896: 9 and Kiyose 1977: 105), both of which stand for the word 
*gьahun ‘hawk, eagle’, cf. Ma. giyahūn id. 
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 (5)  *ΓO’MI ŠAŊЬAN ALIN ‘Eternally White Mountain’, i.e. the Chang-
bai Shan Mountains. — This oronym remains uncertain, since I have not 
been able to obtain a rubbing of the original inscription (JAI). The public 
report about this inscription identifies the three Jurchenograms in question 
as equivalent to Chi. 太白神 taibaishen or 太平碑 taipingbei, of which 
the latter contains 平 ping, parallel to Jur.  in  *u-yan-pi-in 
sьen ‘Yuanping Prefecture’ (in JPGII) or to Jur.  in  *tai-fi-in 
(in YTI), and 碑 bei, parallel to Jur.  *he-e we-he (in JPGII), 
neither of which is normally written with a single Jurchenogram. Recent 
information (by email) from scholars who have read the inscription sug-
gests, however, that the correct reading is , which is the Jurchen 
equivalent to Chi. 長白山 changbai shan. The relevant Chinese oronym 
appears not later than the mid 10P
th
P
 century (in 長白山新會院碑, dating to 
the third year of the 顯德 reign of 後周 the Later Zhou). The Changbai 
Shan Mountains were worshipped by the Jurchen (and Manchu) due to 
their white (snowy) appearance, which in the native belief was connected 
with purity. The mountains served as auspicious symbols for the founding 
of a new dynasty (Gibert 1934: 860-861, Chan 1991: 261). The oronym 
itself may be of a local origin, cf. also Manchu golmin šanyan alin id., 
though it has a relationship of loan translation with the Chinese equiva-
lent. Several other Chinese oronyms of a similar type are recorded in pre-
Song sources, including: 不咸山 buxian shan, 蓋馬大山 gaimada shan, 
單單大嶺 dandanda ling, 徒太山 tutai shan, 太皇山 taihuang shan, 太末
山 taimo shan, 太白山 taibai shan, and 白頭山 baitou shan. 
 (6)  *HEČE-če-he γa-ša ‘Hečehe Village’. — As  is allographic 
to  and  *če seems phonetically similar to  *čen (< vChi. 称 cheng), 
it could be presumed that  means ‘city’ just as  *HEČE-čen 
means ‘city’ (No. 33 of SJV in Grube 1896: 2 and Kiyose 1977: 99). The 
element  *he may be analyzed as a nominal suffix. The Jurchen word 
for ‘city’ seems to be etymologically connected with Khi.  *he-če 
‘border, place’, as has also been suggested by Kane (2006: 127). Obvious-
ly, this was a Khitan loanword in Jurchen, and as an administrative term it 
was easily incorporated into a toponym. 
 (7)  *HUTU-ŋi-γa-ma(n) jeu ‘Victory Hill State’. — This is a rare 
example of abstract naming in the present toponymic database. The rele-
vant Chinese transcription 忽土皚葛蠻 hutuaigeman appears in HJD for 
‘Victory Hill’ (Vol. 24). The same Jurchen character  occurs also in  
*HUTU-ur ‘felicity’ and in  *HUTU-χan ‘bell’, of which the former 
seems related to the toponymic semantics, i.e. ‘victory’, literally, ‘possess-
ing good fortune’. The stem *hutu- ‘good fortune’ was probably borrowed 
from Khi. *ku-tuŋ / *hu-du(-gu) ‘good fortune’, recorded in Chinese char-
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acters as 胡覩古/胡都 (cf. also Trk. qut ‘happiness, blessing’, see Franke 
1977: 177, Vovin 2003: 241, Kane 2006: 127-128). A problem in this 
connection is, however, that the relevant Khitan word, when written in the 
Khitan script, seems to have a different phonetic shape, Khi.mi.  *ya-? 
(Kane 2006: 128). The Jurchen character  is also attested as transcribing 
the first syllable of the Chinese borrowing  *lau-sa < Chi. 騾子 luozi 
‘mule’, but this may be due to a mistake (Jin 1984: 297, cf. also Kiyose 
1977: 90). 
 (8)  *nu-ru-γan ‘Nurgan’. — This is the Jurchen name of today’s Tyr in 
Russia. Since there is no further information on this item, its etymological 
connections will inevitably remain obscure. Most obviously, it may be 
compared with the word *nurga ‘fist’ > Manchu nuja- (with cognates 
elsewhere in Tungusic, Mongolic, and Turkic), but the motivation of the 
naming cannot be confirmed. Alternatively, we might speculate on a con-
nection between a complex of words that seem to denote both ‘mountain’ 
and ‘gold’ or ‘yellow’. The Khitan word concerned is Khi.mi.  *ÑURGU 
‘gold, yellow’, with several Chinese transcriptions, including 女古／女固 
nügu, translated as Jurchen 按出虎 anchuhu ‘gold’ and Chinese 潢 huang 
‘yellow’ (cf. the details in Franke 1969: 33), after which was named the 
river 女古没里 nügu moli (Pelliot 1959: 379-380)
has compared this item with Mo. noγoγan ‘green’ = Ma.  id. 
and Ma. niohon ‘greenish, bluish’. On the other hand, the Khitan character 
. Franke (1969: 33-34) 
niowanggiyan
 may have been borrowed graphically from Chi. 山 shan ‘mountain’ 
(Zhou 1994: 40-42), suggesting that there may have existed a Khitan word 
for ‘mountain’ that was homophonous with the word for ‘gold, yellow’. In 
fact, this Khitan word may be hidden behind two Chinese transcriptions: 
女里 nüli (in HLD) and 涅烈袞 nieliegun (in NHTD) (cf. Zhou 1994: 39, 
42-43). Franke (1969: 33-36) furthermore relates 女古 nügu with 女真 
nüzhen, < MChi. *ńźudžen ‘Jurchen’, quoting the argument of the Tai-
wanese scholar 李學智 Li Hsüeh-Chih. This, however, brings us too far 
from the context of Jurchen toponyms. It should only be noted that the 
ethnonym 女真 nüzhen probably originally referred to a broad group of 
populations. It may be identical with the ethnonym 如者 ruzhe < MChi. 
*ńźudža in Tang Dynasty sources (cf. Pelliot 1959: 386, Franke 1969: 23). 
There might also be a connection with 柔然 rouran < MChi. *ńźuńźen, an 
ethnonym referring to the group often assumed to be ancestral to the 
‘Avar’ of Western sources. Another Chinese name for the ‘Avar’ is烏桓
wuhuan < MChi. *oұwan (cf. Pulleyblank 1983: 453), but this can hardly 
have any connection with the Jurchen ethnonymic complex. 
 (9)  *še-e MIŊAN ‘Šee Mingan’ ~  /  ‘Šee Muku’. 
— These items contain the word  *še-e ‘spring, fountain’ (No. 48 of 
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SJV in Grube 1896: 3 and Kiyose 1977: 99). Cf. also Ma. šeri id., šele 
‘puddle’. 
 (10)  *ΧO’DON-on MIŊAN ‘Holdon Mingan’. — The item  
*ΧO’DON-on ‘pine’ is here written logo-syllabographically, cf. the logo-
graphic rendering  
holdon
, 
, 
in No. 104 of SJV (Grube 1896: 6 and Kiyose 1977: 
103) and Ma.  id. In Chinese documents this Jurchen word had 
several transcriptions (Franke 1989: 135-136, Zhou 2001: 63): 和朵 huo-
duo, 和團 huotuan 桓端 huanduan, 喚端 huanduan, 活活土 huohuotu, 
和魯端 huoluduan 和魯奪徒 huoluduotu, 和里閒 huolijian, many of 
which contain a reflex of the medial syllable-final segment l. Cf. also 
Khi.ma.  *hu (?) ‘pine’ (in EXPl), with the character borrowed from 
Chi. 戸 hu. 
 (11)    *YARA-an BI’A MIŊAN ‘Yaran River Mingan’. —  *YARA 
might well be allographic to  *YARA ‘leopard’ (No. 148 of SJV in Gru-
be 1896: 9 and Kiyose 1977: 105), cf. Ma. yarha id. The sequence  
*YARA-an, as a whole, is probably a variant of the same word, with an 
‘unstable nasal’ or ‘phonetic complement’ in the end (cf. Gelb 1952: 105). 
 
Following, then, are some notes on a few exonymic toponyms in the data-
base. By exonymic toponyms in this context we mean items that are either tran-
scribed or translated from other languages. Exonymic toponyms do not, however, 
comprise toponyms which merely contain elements (such as loanwords) bor-
rowed from other languages. 
 
 (12)   *AMBAN-la mu-te-bu-hei na-γa-ri ‘Palace of Great 
hall to worship Confucius, the ex-
pression must be a loan translation from Chinese. Jur. 
Succession’. — Since this should be a 
 *AMBAN-la 
‘greatly’ (No. 724 of SJV in Grube 1896: 38 and Kiyose 1977: 137) func-
tions as an adverbial to the following verb, while Jur.  *mu-te-bu-
hei ‘one that has been succeeded’ is a passive participle determining the 
following head noun, which is  *na-γa-ri ‘palace’. The Jurchen word 
for ‘palace’ is also recorded in Chinese transcription as 納葛里 nageli (in 
HJD). The corresponding Chinese item is rendered in Jurchen as  *dьen 
(No. 195 of SJV in Grube 1896: 11 and Kiyose 1977: 108). 
 (13)  *DULI-in GURUN-un ‘Central State’, or ‘Middle Kingdom’, i.e. 
‘China’. — In pre-Qin Chinese literature the term 中國 ‘Central State’ 
had referred to the central region of present-day China. Beginning with 
the Han Dynasty, this term became an epithet of any government holding 
the territory concerned. Later, even ‘Barbarian’ governments occupying a 
part of Central China could consider themselves as representing the ‘Central 
State’. In Jurchen, the term is a direct translation from Chinese, though the 
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element Jur.  *DULI-in = *dulin is a borrowing from Mongolic (pos-
sibly Khitan), cf. Mo. *düli ‘middle, center’ (Doerfer 1985: 20). 
 (14)  *hi-tan ‘Khitan (State)’. — This is the only appearance of this ethno-
nym and toponym in Jurchen documents (GJVHI). The word is recorded 
in Khitan sources as Khi.mi.  *QITA-i ~  *QITA-ən-i, and in 
Turkic sources as OTrk. qïtañ, different from xïtaj ‘Chinese’ (DS: 449, 
637). In Chinese, several transcriptions are attested: 契丹 qidan < MChi. 
*khjitan (first in《魏書》History of Tabgach Wei 吸紿 xidai < MChi. 
*xie(p)tai (in《黑韃事略》Concise History of the Black Tatars), 乞塔 
qita < MChi. *khieitha(p) (in《高昌舘譯語》Sino-Uighur Vocabulary), 
乞大 qida < MChi. *khieitai (in《老乞大》 ). The Jur-
chen rendering of this proper name reveals a graphic etymology: Jur. 
), 
Lao Qida in Korea
 
*hi < Khi.ma.  *či < Chi. 犀 xi < MChi. *si ‘rhinoceros’. In Khitan, the 
character Khi.ma.  is used to transcribe Chi. 齊 qi < MChi. *tshi in 齊王 
‘Prince of Qi’, Chi. 漆 qi < MChi. *tshji(t) in 漆水縣 ‘Prefecture of 
Qishui’ (in EYQ), 西 xi < MChi. *si in 西平郡王 ‘Prince of Xiping’ (in 
EYXn), and 祺 qi < MChi. *khi in 祺州 ‘Qi Province’ (in EXPl). These 
examples suggest that a phonetic confusion had taken place between initial 
dentals and velars in some northern Chinese vernacular(s) of the time. It is 
unclear, however, how the situation should be understood from the point 
of view of the actual Khitan system of sounds. 
 (15)  *na-li-in χo ‘Lailiu River’. — This hydronym appears only once 
in GJVHI (Col. 6), as a parallel to 淶流河 lailiu he in the corresponding 
Chinese version. In view of the Chinese element  χo ‘river’ in the Jur-
chen data, the item would seem to involve a Jurchen transcription of the 
Chinese hydronym. If this is so, the Jurchenogram  *na, with a nasal 
initial, was used to transliterate the Chinese syllable lai, with a lateral 
initial. Variation between the initials *n and *l is common in many lan-
guages of the region, including Chin
Jurchen initial *n is rendered variously as either *n l in Chinese tran-
scriptions, as in Jur. 
淶 *
ese dialects. More often, however, a 
 or *
 *NIMA-χa ‘fish’, cognate of Ma. nimaha (Menges 
1968: 251), transcribed as Chi. 泥厖古 nimanggu (in HJD) or 里襪哈 
liwaha (in SJV, with Chi. 襪 wa < vChi. *ma(t) < MChi. *miuet). Similar-
ly, the Ming period anthroponym  *ni-ge is transcribed as Chi. 李哥 
*lige (in SJM, cited in Jin 1984: 287). However, it has to be noted that the 
Jurchen sequence  *na-li-in is not an exact transcription of Chi. 淶
流 lailiu, for there is no explanation of the syllable-final nasal *n in the 
Jurchen data. In fact, the same hydronym is recorded in Ming Dynasty 
sources as Chi. 納鄰河 nalin he, while its modern shape is 拉林河 lalin 
he, both of which suggest an original identical with the Jurchen data. 
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Obviously, the item has been borrowed forth and back, and it is ultimately 
not of a Chinese origin. 
 (16)  *he-lu-un ULA ‘Amur River’. — This hydronym has a 
notoriously complicated history. The origins of the name apparently lie in 
local expressions meaning ‘black river’, as in Ma. sahaliyan ula id., which 
were translated into Chinese as 黑龍江  heilong jiang ‘Black Dragon 
River’. The Chinese shape does not appear before the 10P
th
P
 to 12
th
 centuries 
(in HLD, compiled in the 14 P
th
P
 century). The Jurchen sequence 
P
P
 *he-
lu-un must apparently be seen as a transcription of Chinese 黑龍 heilong. 
The Jurchen item is attested twice in the Ming period source SJM (14P
th
P
-
15
th
 centuries). 
 (17) 
P
P
 *hi-yan če-en wei ‘Hiyančen Fort’. — This is simply a tran-
scription of the Chinese toponym. Kiyose (1977: 200) mistook  *yan (in 
 ‘South Jambudvipa’ and  ‘Yuanping Prefecture’) for 
 *ΧONI ‘sheep’ and accordingly reconstructed an erroneous pronuncia-
tion for the first Jurchenogram. 
 
If the foreign influences are excluded, it may be seen that the basic source 
of toponyms in the Jin period was the native vocabulary for natural phenomena 
(wind, spring), materials (gold), plants (pine), or animals (deer, leopard). In the 
areas taken by the Jurchen from the Liao and Song dynasties, directional terms 
were also used. As toponymic material and geographical nomenclature may re-
flect the social character and political developments in a region (Wright 1929: 
142-143), the Jurchen toponymic corpus may turn out to be of some value for 
ethnohistorical conclusions. Unfortunately, the extent of such conclusions will 
always be limited by the scarcity of extant primary documents from the Jin 
period. 
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Abbreviations 
 
Languages: Chi. = Chinese / Jur. = Jurchen / Khi. = Khitan / Khi.ma.= 
Khitan macroscript (Large Script) / Khi.mi. = Khitan microscript (Small Script, 
for editorial reasons here written with the syllabic characters arranged in a linear 
succession) / Ma. = Manchu / MChi. = Middle Chinese / Mo. = Mongol(ic) / 
Na. = Nanai / OTrk. = Orkhon Turkic / Ui. = Uighur / vChi. = vulgar Chinese. 
 
Documents: EXPl = Epitaph of Xiao Paolu《蕭袍魯墓誌》/ EYQ = 
Epitaph of Yelü Qi《耶律祺墓誌》/ EYXn = Epitaph of Yelü Xinie《耶律習
涅墓誌》/ FEDJB = Fragmentary Epitaph of Defense Commander for Jin Bo-
zhou《金代博州防禦使墓誌殘石》/ GJS = Glossary of Jurchen Script (Nüzhen 
Wenzi Shu) from the Xi’an ‘Forest of Steles’《女真文字書》/ GJVHI = Great 
Jin Victory Hill Inscription《大金得勝陀頌碑》/ HJD = History of the Jin 
Dynasty (Jin Shi)《金史》/ HLD = History of the Liao Dynasty (Liao Shi)《遼
史》/ IGJ = Inscription of Great Jin Imperial Brother Gentleman Dutung’s Jour-
ney (Langjun Xingji)《大金皇弟都統經略郎君行記》/ JAI = Jurchen Altar 
Inscription at the ‘Heavenly Lake’ (Tianchi), Changbaishan《長白山天池北釣
鰲薹女真祭臺文字碑》/ JINP = Jurchen Inscription of Nine Peaks in Mongo-
lia《九峰石壁記功碑》/ JPGII = Jurchen Palace Graduates’ Inventory Inscrip-
tion《女真進士題名碑》or《宴薹女真國書碑》/ KJI = Kyeongwon Jurchen 
Inscription《慶源女真國書碑》/ NHTD = New History of the Tang Dynasty 
(Xin Tang Shu)《新唐書》/ RKM = Research of the Khitan Microscript (Qidan 
Xiaozi Yanjiu)《契丹小字研究》/ SJM = Sino-Jurchen Memorials at the Bureau 
of Interpreters《女真譯語·來文》/ SJV = Sino-Jurchen Vocabulary at the Bu-
reau of Interpreters《女真譯語·雜字》/ YKI = Yingli Khitan Inscription《應
曆碑》/ YTI = Yongning Temple Inscription《永寧寺碑》. 
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Appendix: The Jurchen toponymic corpus 
 
Below is a maximally complete list of the toponyms recorded in Jurchen 
sources, as published by Grube (1896), Kiyose (1977), Jin (1984), Aisingioro 
(2002), and Shiraishi (2006). The list is here presented as raw material, without 
transcriptions of the Jurchen items. The English glosses are also only approxi-
mate, and the Jurchen words occurring in them do not include special transcrip-
tional symbols (with the exception of č and š). 
 
State names:  Golden State (Jin) /  Khitan (State) /  
Central State (China) /  Great Ming /  Great Ming /  Korea / 
 Khocho (Uighur) /  Western Barbarians (Tibet) /  Western Land 
(India) /  Burma. 
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Province names:  South Jambudvipa Province /  Tai Prov-
ince /  Victory Hill Province. 
 
Unspecified region names: □  Alahumaki /  Dara /  Fana-
ner / ,  Haixi / □ □□ Hančirenio /  Laibaisuweji / 
 Liaodong /  Penglai /  Shangdang / □□ Ulziyot. 
 
Prefecture names:  Liaoyang Prefecture /  Mingshui (Pre-
fecture) /  Plum Prefecture /  Quzhou Prefecture /  Yuan-
ping Prefecture. 
 
District names:  Daimingpu District /  Dong-
pingpu District /  Galan District /  Long’anpu District /  
 Posu District /  Supin District /  Yiliminzhou District /  
 Xiongzhou District /  Eastern Hebei District /  
Western Hebei District /  Northern Capital District /  
Northeastern District /  Northwestern District /  South-
western District. 
 
Capital names:  Supreme Capital /  Supreme Capital /  
Central Capital /  Central Capital /  Eastern Capital. 
 
Town and village names:  Nurgan (City) /  Taiyuan (City) / 
 Bugu Village /  Hečehe Village /  Janguči Village. 
 
Architectural names:  Avalokiteśvara Hall /  
Palace of Great Succession /  Palace of Great Virtue /  Palace 
of Sacred Mercy /  Red Phoenix Gate. 
 
Fort names:  Ai River Fort /  Ajin River Fort /  
Arun Fort /  Butunu River Fort /  Čalatu Mountain Fort /  
 Dolin Mountain Fort /  Fain River Fort /  Fe River Fort / 
 Fudutu River Fort /  Gitan Fort /  Gitan River Fort /  
 Gogi River Fort /  Haja Fort /  Hanratu River Fort /  
 Harfin Fort /  Harman Fort /  Hiyančen Fort /  
Hootun River Fort /  Hoton Fort /  Hura Fort /  Iliča River 
Fort /  Imi River Fort /  Iši Fort /  Left Iši Fort /  
Jajin Fort /  Jianzhou Fort /  Jibude Fort /  Judun River 
Fort /  Ken Fort /  Left Jianzhou Fort /  Left Uje Fort / 
 Looha River Fort /  Maulin Fort /  Muhula River 
Fort /   Mula River Fort /  Mulan River Fort /  
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Muligi Fort /  Naragi River Fort /  Salar Fort /  Šilim 
Fort /   Tahan Mountain Fort /  Tamru (Fort) /  Tamara 
Fort /  Ton River Fort /  Toron Fort /  Uje Fort /  
Utun River Fort /  Yuhan River Fort. 
Station names: 
 
 Berjen Station /  Manjin Station /  
 Udihan River Thousand-Family Station /  Uje Taun 
Station. 
 
Mingan names:  ? River Mingan /  Čančun Mingan /  
Čutun Mingan /  Dutega Mingan /  Eduge Mingan /  Eyeku 
(Mingan) /  Galan Mingan /  Gopa (Mingan) /  Hojo Kiwir 
Mingan /  Holdon Mingan /  Hu-? Mingan /  Jahogi Tun 
Mingan /  Jošen Mingan /  Meigan Mingan /  Neigi 
River Mingan /  Oho (Mingan) /  Pudi Mountain Mingan / 
  Sungur Mountain Mingan /  Sungeri Daho Mingan / 
 Šančun Mingan /  Šee Mingan /  Šilagu Mountain 
Mingan /  Šite Mingan /  Tumen Bihan Mingan /  Udau 
(Mingan) /   Yaran River Mingan. 
 
Muku names:  Darogi Muku /  Galan Muku /  
 Giyahun Mountain Muku /  Hepu Muku /  
Hojo Hairo Muku /  Igaida River Muku /  Kečen 
Mountain Muku /  Koteuhurun River Muku /  
Ongonsu Muku / ,  Šee Muku /  Šeugi Muku /  
 Šilie Muku. 
 
Hydronyms:  Amur River /  Lailiu River /  Orija 
(River) / cf. also the river names contained in the fort names, station names, 
mingan names, and muku names. 
 
Oronyms: □ Čigulgan (Mountain) /  (?) Eternally White 
Mountain (Changbaishan) / cf. also the mountain names contained in the min-
gan names and muku names. 
 
